1. GENERAL

1.01 Reissued to add nontechnical changes to Fig. 1.

NOTES:
1. EXTERNAL RINGER MUST BE PROVIDED IF RINGING SERVICE IS REQUIRED, SEE SECTION COVERING EI-TYPE RINGER FOR CONNECTIONS
2. FOR EXCLUSION ON LINE 2, CONNECT (R-Y) AND (G-Y) EXCLUSION KEY LEADS TO TERMINALS 3 AND 4, RESPECTIVELY.
* INSULATE AND STORE
† PART OF MOUNTING CORD
DP - DIAL PULSE
ON - OFF NORMAL
LINE SWITCH SEQUENCE:
   b c - MAKE
   d e - MAKE
   a b - BREAK
   f g - BREAK
   j k - MAKE

Fig. 1—711B (MD) Telephone Set Connections, Wired for 2-Line Pickup, Exclusion on Line 1